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reADinG Group GuiDe

 1. Before you read Lethal Beauty, were you aware that there were 

modern day slaves in America and that they work in all different 

types of industries?

 2. One of the key witnesses, Sindy, goes missing after being in 

foster care. Have you ever considered being a foster parent? Do 

you know anyone who has been one or someone who spent time 

in foster care as a child?

 3. Today, even teenagers can turn to legal drugs and supplements to 

help them concentrate, loose weight, gain weight, be less anxious, 

etc. Do you think too many normal issues are being turned into 

medical problems, or that it’s good that today’s teens have more 

options for help than kids did twenty or more years ago?

 4. When Gabe first goes online to read message boards about 

steroids, he gets a one-sided picture of the truth. Have the Internet 

and other targeted media become an echo chamber, presenting 

information that isn’t balanced? Should we as individuals try to 

do something about it? How can we get the full picture when we 

seek out information about controversial subjects?
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 5. Mia decided to go cold-turkey on junk food, purging her house 

of any foods she thought her family shouldn’t be eating. How 

do you balance the need to eat healthy with the desire for 

something fun and/or fast? Do you have tricks for keeping a 

kitchen that helps you support a balanced diet?

 6. At first when Eli sees the African American woman come out 

to talk to them about Jiao’s surgery, he think she’s a nurse. “This 

was the surgeon, Eli realized as Charlie nodded, not the scrub nurse. 

How often did he only see what he expected to see?” Have you 

found yourself making assumptions about people based on how 

they dress, the color of their skin, or other externals? How can 

we train ourselves to not jump to conclusions?

 7. Even though David Leacham is guilty, Warren is able to bring 

the trial to a halt by refusing to vote to convict him. Do you 

think the jury system is the best way to go about deciding cases? 

If not, what would you propose in its place?

 8. Who do you think Mia should end up with? Charlie? Eli? Neither?

 9. Have you ever wondered about the working conditions of a 

foreign-born worker whom you encountered? What would 

you do if you suspected that the man at the convenience store 

or the woman at the dry cleaners had been trafficked? If you 

have information about a potential trafficking situation, please 

contact the National Human Trafficking Resource Center at 

1-888-373-7888 or text BeFree (233733). The hotline is open 

all hours, all days. They take reports from anywhere in the 

country related to potential trafficking victims, suspicious 

behaviors, and/or locations where trafficking is suspected to 

occur. All reports are confidential. Interpreters are available.
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